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Abstract 
Timus, D.M., Some further results on the Hubbell rectangular source integral, Journal of Computational and 
Applied Mathematics 45 (1993) 331-336. 
Some new and computationally tractable approximations for the Hubbell rectangular source integral are 
presented. 
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1. Introduction 
The usefulness of knowledge of the radiation fields produced by plane emitters, as well as 
the interest for their analytical expressions is evident. Analytical expressions for predicting the 
radiation field of a rectangular source have been extensively studied [1,3,4,6-111, including an 
excellent review of such expressions [4]. 
This paper deals with some new desk-computable analytical expressions for the radiation 
field produced by a rectangular plane emitter in nondispersive media. 
2. Generalities 
Let us consider the known expression [9] involved in the computation of the radiation field 
produced by a plane rectangular isotropically emitting source: 
(1) 
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written in Hubbell’s normalized notations. The integral (1) can be evaluated using the series 
expansion of the arctan function [5]: 
arctan t = 
which, after some algebraic transformations, leads to 
4&h b) =k ii 
(2i)! 
i=* 22’(i!)2(2i + 1) 
k2’Q2i, (3) 
where 
Q, = W, k), (4) 
Q 
2 
= F(S, k) -E(l, k) 
k2 
+ sn u cd U, (5) 
Q2j+2 = 
2j(l + k2)Qzj + (1 - 2j)Q2j_2 - G(cd ~)~‘-r 
(2j + l)k2 9 
j> 1. (6) 
FCC, k), E(1;, k) are normal elliptic integrals of the first and second kind of the modulus k and 
arguments t [2]: 
,:=L 
1+a2’ 
5 = arctan b, kt2= 1 -k2. 
sn U, cd U, nd u are the Jacobian elliptic functions [2] 
sn u = sin t, cdu=/&y ndu=/i&y 
(7) 
G = k12 sn u nd2u. (9) 
Modulus k and argument 5 in expression (3) are real (moreover, k G 1) for real values of a and 
b. Good agreement with “exact” values from [4] can be obtained. The series (3) converges to 
the “exact” values (D’Alambert’s criterion) as quickly as small is a (see Fig. 1). 
3. Alternative expressions and limit cases 
Finding some alternative expressions for the radiation field (1) may be of interest. If the 
distance between the detector and the emitter is smaller than one of the plaque dimensions (let 
a > 1 in Hubbell’s convention [4,9]), then the inverse trigonometric function in (1) can be 
expanded in a series, as follows: 
arctan t = $r - 2 (- l)i 
1 
i=O (2i + l)t2’+l ’ 
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Fig. 1. Accuracy of the series expansion (3) related to the “exact” values q,,e. 
and the integral (1) can be expressed in the following form: 
q,,(a, b) = $T ln(b + fl) + 2 (-l)‘+’ (2i + :,,zi+, (‘(1 +x~)~ dx. 
i=O 0 
(11) 
Using the recurrence relation 
/(l +x2)’ dx 
expansion (11) becomes 
40(% b) = $r 
where 
X(1 +X2); 
= 2j+l 
+ &/(I +x2)j-l dx, 
ln(b + JiTF) + 5 7;:, 
i=O 
(12) 
(13) 
1 
q= 
(2i + 1)2a2 L (- l) 
i+* b(1 + qi 
a2i-1 - 2i(2i - l)T_, . 
I 
(14) 
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Fig. 2. Accuracy of the series expansions (13) and (1.5) related to the “exact” values qoe. 
The series (13) converges to the “exact” value qO, (Fig. 2) for large values of a (> b). 
For the square-shaped emitters, an alternative expression of (13) can be used (Fig. 2): 
11 1 
qa(a, u) = $r ln(a + dm) - G + $ --$ - d -$ + - - - . * - 
144 a6 ’ 
a 2 1, (15) 
where G = 0.915 965 59. . . (Catalan’s constant). 
If detector to emitter distance is greater than one of the dimensions of the 
in Hubbell’s convention [4,9]), the arctan function in (1) can be developed as 
arctan t= 2 (-l)‘&, 
i=O 
and the integral (1) becomes: 
source (let a < 1 
(16) 
(17) 
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Fig. 3. Accuracy of the series expansion (17) related to the “exact” values qOe. 
where the recurrence relations 
/(l +x2)j dx = - X(;(+:‘i;” + $I:, I(1 +x2)j+r dx 
or 
a2 
( -qi 
ba2’-l 
ui+1 = 2i(2i + 1) (1 + b2f 
- (2i - 1)2Q ) I U, = a arctan b, 
(18) 
(19) 
can be used. Expression (17) converges faster to the “exact” values qOe, for small values of a 
(Fig. 3) and can be successfully used for desk calculations. 
If the detector is not too close to the emitter surface, that is, a and b, respectively k and f, 
in (3) have small values, then another expression for qO(a, b) can be obtained. A trigonometric 
series expansion of the elliptic integrals F(l, k), E((, k) may lead to a linear combination of 
the parameters y, k, like 
qO(a, b) = kl(l + ik2) + *. *, 
(20) 
convenient for desk calculations. 
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For an infinitely long strip emitter (let a --) w), (1) becomes 
4&Y q = + / 
b dx 
___ = $r ln( b + dm) = $7~ Arsh b, 
0 1+x2 (21) 
which represents the limit case underlined in [4]. 
4. Conclusions 
Alternative expressions for the radiation field of a rectangular source in nondispersive 
media, which are in good accordance with previously reported results of Hubbell and coworkers 
[1,3,4,6-111 are proposed. 
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